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Veronica Swift – Illuminati-Satanismus enthüllt
27. Juni 2023

Veronica Swifts Buch „An Illuminati Primer“: 

veröffentlicht im April, enthüllt beunruhigende Details 
über die Politiker und Prominenten, die wir verehren. 
Sie alle gehören den Illuminaten an 
was wirklich ein satanischer Kult ist. 

Nachfolgend finden Sie einige Auszüge
was erklären, warum Western 
Die Gesellschaft befindet sich in einer Krise. 

Eine Einführung in die Illuminaten: Das System durch die Augen seiner Whistleblower verstehen

VON VERONICA SWIFT
(henrymakow.com)

„... Der Leiter des Satanischen Rates hat eine Position inne, die „Phönix“ genannt wird, und diese Position wurde fast 30 Jahre lang von
George Soros inne, der um 2018/2019 zurücktrat. Soros wurde von Barack Obama abgelöst, der … aktueller Phönix des Satanischen Rates. (ARA
031)

In jedem Quadranten gibt es eine Reihe von Großen Hohepriestern und -priesterinnen, und eine der Großen Hohepriesterinnen für den östlichen
US-Quadranten wurde bis zu ihrem Tod im Jahr 2019 von Gloria Vanderbilt inne. Ihre Nachfolge sollte Hillary Clinton antreten, aber aus welchem   
Grund auch immer, Hillary war nicht in der Lage, diese Position einzunehmen, auf die sie ihr ganzes Leben lang vorbereitet war. (ARA 21) ... 

Um Glorias Position kämpften zwei Hohepriesterinnen, und die Siegerin nahm
diese Position ein. Die beiden Hexen, die an diesem besonderen Kampf um
Glorias Position teilnahmen, waren die Sängerin Beyoncé und Megan Markle,
die Frau des britischen Königshauses Prinz Harry. (ARA 21) ...“  (Seite 60-62)

„... Es ist bekannt, dass der gesamte Musk-Clan tief im Bruderschaftssystem
verwurzelt ist und von seiner ehemaligen Hausfrau/Babysitterin Rosemary geoutet
wurde, die sich auf YouTube Shalom Girl nennt. (SG 01) 

Jessie hat bemerkt, dass Elons Großvater Joshua N. Haldeman mit Joseph Mengele
und anderen Nazis verbunden war, die Teil der Illuminaten waren. (GSR 01) Eine der
hochrangigsten Persönlichkeiten der Elitehierarchie war Gloria Vanderbilt, und es wird
angenommen, dass ihr Sohn Anderson Cooper, CNN-Moderator, ebenfalls Teil des
Systems ist. ....“
(Seite 71)

„... Einige katholische Kirchen haben unterirdische Verbrennungsanlagen. (ARA
004) Die Überreste von Kindern, die bei Ritualen auf dem Gelände (oder

darunter) katholischer Kirchen geopfert wurden, können durch Verbrennung entsorgt werden, und dann, sehr zu meinem eigenen
Abscheu, als ich das fand Manchmal nehmen sie diese Überreste und machen andere Dinge damit, wie zum Beispiel Gedenkdiamanten
daraus herzustellen und die Diamanten dann mit Gewinn zu verkaufen oder sie als Trophäendiamanten in Ringen zu tragen …“ (Seite 97 
)

„... Laut Jessie und Cheryl sind die Top-Individuen der
Freimaurerlogen hochrangige Luziferianer der Illuminaten. Stufe 32
ist die letzte Stufe der Freimaurerei, die erreicht werden kann, ohne
dass Menschenopfer erforderlich sind. Stufe 33 haben Freimaurer
erreicht diesen Rang durch die Opferung eines Kindes. (ARA 050)
...“  (Seite 103)

„... Einige der Rituale haben Namen wie „Mondkind“ oder „Satanische
Taufe“ oder „Erste Blasphemie/12-jähriges Ritual“. Das erste Ritual, von
dem ich hörte, war das 12-jährige Ritual, das für... Jungen aus der Elite-
Hierarchie, wenn sie ihren magischen Zirkel in der Kindheit „abschließen“,
um an der Kohorte bzw. dem magischen Zirkel ihrer erwachsenen
Bruderschaft teilzunehmen. Es ist auch das erste Ritual, bei dem sie
bereitwillig das Leben eines anderen Individuums nehmen, und nach allen
Berichten darüber Es ist ein bisschen wie ein wildes Blutbad. (RoR 080)
Jessie erzählt von einem 12-jährigen Ritual, das sie als kleines Kind
beobachtete, und der Junge, der es durchmachte, war ein Rothschild ... 

Der 12-jährige Junge wird ebenfalls an einem Seil aufgehängt, und
nachdem er aufgehängt wurde, wird der 12-jährige Junge von den
Mitgliedern des magischen Kreises, der seine erwachsenen

Gruppenmitglieder sein wird, auf jede erdenkliche Weise vergewaltigt . Diese Personen werden für den Rest seines Lebens die Mentoren dieses
Kindes sein, ihn durch seine Karriere begleiten und ihn ein Leben lang unterstützen. (ARA 003) 

Bei diesem besonderen Ritual gehörten zu den Personen, die als Teil der erwachsenen Kerngruppe anwesend waren, Hillary Rodham Clinton und
John Brennan. Eine weitere anwesende Einzeltäterin war Marilou Schroeder Whitney, eine Verwandte des Vanderbilt-Clans. Diese erwachsenen
Personen sagen diesem Kind, dass es „Gott abschwören und seine Position in der Bruderschaft einnehmen“ muss. 

Der Verzicht auf Gott gilt als „erste Gotteslästerung“. An diesem Punkt wird das Kind entlassen, reich an Adrenochrom, was laut Jessie eine
Psychose hervorruft, die so stark ist, dass man den Wunsch hegt, „Menschen die Gesichter abzureißen“ oder sie mit Händen und Zähnen zu
zerfetzen. 

Jessie berichtet, dass sie, als sie einen Adrenochrom-Test hatte, nachdem sie die Droge abgesetzt hatte, in eine Zwangsjacke gesteckt und in
einen Schrank gesperrt wurde, damit sie niemanden verletzte. (GD 03, ARA 042, ARA 034) 

Dann beginnt er seinen ersten Mord, indem er eines der hängenden Kinder
ausschlachtet, und dann gesellen sich die anderen, die sich im tiefen Teil des
gefliesten, teichähnlichen Bereichs befinden, zu ihm, und es kommt zu einem riesigen
Blutbad. (ARA 003) Vier Hohepriester der Illuminaten leiteten das Ritual, darunter der
verstorbene Reverend Monsignore Thomas C. Brady und Kardinal Timothy Michael
Dolan. Beide arbeiten tagsüber in der katholischen Kirche und sind nebenbei
Luziferianer. Nach der Vergewaltigung des 12-jährigen Kindes ist eines der Dinge, die
dieses Kind tut, freiwillig sein erstes Leben zu nehmen ... Corey Feldman und Corey
Haim, Hollywood-Kinderstars, waren dort, ebenso wie Christina Applegate aus der
TV-Serie „Married with Children“ .Carter Vanderbilt (Sohn von Gloria Vanderbilt),
Senator Robert Byrd, Ewan McGregor und Jimmy Saville wurden ebenfalls als
Anwesende bei den Feierlichkeiten vor dem eigentlichen Ritual genannt. ...“
(Seite 132-134)

„.... Die Leute, die in diesen Quadranten operieren sollen, könnten mit einem Namen bezeichnet werden, der ihren Quadranten bezeichnet, zum
Beispiel wird Jacob Rothschild der ‚Blaue Drache‘ genannt, weil er im westlichen Quadranten operiert, und die bezeichnende Farbe dieses
Quadranten ist blau. (ARA 010) 

Die Belenoffs stammen aus der Familie der Grünen Drachen, da sie im nördlichen Quadranten stationiert sind und die Farbe des Nordens grün ist.
(ARA 016, ARA 032) Ein weiteres Symbol, das die Illuminaten verwenden, um Status, Position und Titel miteinander zu kommunizieren, sind
Ringe. Ringe enthalten Steine, und je nach Farbe und Größe des Steins kann dies sowohl auf seinen Status als auch auf seine Position im
System hinweisen. Gloria Vanderbilt trug früher einen Ring mit einem großen gelben Stein, der ihren Positionstitel als Große Hohepriesterin im
östlichen Quadranten anzeigte. 

Ein großer Stein zeigte an, dass sie nicht nur eine Hohepriesterin war, die möglicherweise einen kleinen gelben Stein trug, sondern eine große
Hohepriesterin. Bei Oprah Winfrey, Tom Hanks, Rachel Levine (US Public Health Service Commissioned Corps), Qasem Soleimani und anderen
wurden Ringe entdeckt, die als Status- und Positionsanzeige gelten. 

Die Mütter der Dunkelheit tragen nicht nur den Ring, der ihren Quadranten kennzeichnet, sondern auch einen weiteren schwarzen Ring. Jessie
sagt, dass Schwarz einen „Stein der Macht“ symbolisiert. Die Farbe des Metalls im Ring kann auch die Stufe anzeigen, wenn es sich um einen
„Oberpriester oder eine Oberpriesterin handelt, wird dieser Ring aus Gold oder Weißgold sein“, wohingegen „Personen mit niedrigerer Stufe ihn
aus Silber tragen“. (RR 31) Diese Farben können auch auf Stadtwappen, Militärlogos, Firmenschildern und einer Reihe anderer Dinge verwendet
werden, die die Bruderschaft verwendet, um Eigentum oder Herrschaft anzuzeigen ...“ 
(Seite 140)

„... Hunter Biden ist das Kind eines Illuminati-Mitglieds, und das FBI hat ihn geschützt,
indem es den Inhalt des Laptops der Öffentlichkeit vorenthält. (DO 01022) Fiona Barnett
sagt, dass saubere/Nicht-Illuminati-Mitglieder des FBI es wiederholt versucht haben
Hillary Clinton und andere wegen Kinderhandel anzuklagen, aber „ihre Bemühungen
wurden von denen in der Befehlskette über ihnen vereitelt.“ In Fionas Buch heißt es: „Die
CIA hat mit den Kindern gehandelt, das FBI hat ihre Spuren verwischt.“ (FB 01) 

The control by the Illuminati at the top of these organizations is complete. The FBI allows
good people within their organization to "out" themselves by pursuing pedophile
networks, for example, but then uses that to destroy their careers and replace them with
individuals more likely to be loyal to the evil upper ranks. (FB 01)..." (page 178)

".... Svali doesn't take so kindly to Trump. She believes that both Trump and Biden are
mind-controlled-- and that is an expert opinion based on her previous profession of "head

programmer" in the Illuminati (SV 26, SV 57) 

Additional plans that we haven't seen realized to date include that the Illuminati want the US currency to be totally devalued as this would put
pressure on the people to accept a "One World Government in return for economic stabilization." The scariest sections of this plan include a
second pandemic highly fatal to young children, and the implementation of hate laws to criminalize "Christianity, Judaism, and any political group
that does not agree with the cult agenda." (SV 57) 

Wir haben Barack Obama über die Neue Weltordnung sprechen hören, und George Bush Sr. sowie die Vereinten Nationen, was passend ist, weil
alle drei an der Verwirklichung dieser Ordnung beteiligt sind. Cheryl Beck glaubt, dass der Grund dafür, dass es nicht umgesetzt wurde, im 2.
Zusatz zur Verfassung der Vereinigten Staaten liegt, der den privaten Besitz von Schusswaffen erlaubt. (CB 01) 

Antifa und Black Lives Matter sind Teil des geplanten Chaos, von dem sie hoffen, dass es auch die NWO einleitet. (CS 10)
(Seite 182)

https://veronicaswift.blog/books/an-illuminati-primer/

Vielen Dank an SD für die Zusendung.

Sie finden diesen Artikel dauerhaft unter https://henrymakow.com/2023/06/swift-book-unveils-illuminati.html

Henry Makow received his Ph.D. in English Literature from the University of Toronto in 1982. He welcomes your comments at henry@henrymakow.com
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June 27 - Canadian Soldiers Suing Gov't Over "Vaccine" Mandates

Please send links and comments to hmakow@gmail.com

Over 300 Canadian Soldiers Launch $500 Million Lawsuit Against Military For COVID
Vaccine Mandates

"The actions of the CAF and CDS [Chief of the Defence Staff] has resulted in injury to the
Plaintiffs, who have consistently worked to prevent this abuse of power from occurring and to
protect the members and their families who are experiencing coercion, discrimination, and
threat of loss of career and benefits in all instances."

The lawsuit was filed against Chief of the Defence Staff General Wayne Eyre, Vice Chief of
the Defence Staff Lieutenant-General Frances Allen, Minister of National Defence Anita
Anand, former deputy Minister of National Defense Jody Thomas, and others.

https://www.theepochtimes.com/exclusive-over-300-caf-members-harmed-by-covid-vaccine-mandates-launch-500-million-lawsuit-
against-military_5353040.html?
--
JP Morgan was Epstein Accomplice 

"Moreover, Highbridge, a wholly-owned subsidiary of JP Morgan, trafficked young women and girls on its own private jet from Florida to
Epstein in New York as late as 2012."

The emails are stomach-churning and humiliating for the U.S. banking system. They show a sex trafficker actually directing business strategies for
JPMorgan's investment bank and referring clients from around the world to JPMorgan Chase, including Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates, Peter
Mandelson, Andrew Farkas, Boris Nikolic, science advisor to the Gates Foundation, Leon Black, former Chairman of Apollo Global Management,
and many others.

https://wallstreetonparade.com/2023/06/jpmorgan-had-a-secret-project-that-is-now-spreading-its-scandalous-internal-emails-with-sex-
trafficker-jeffrey-epstein-to-news-outlets-worldwide/

One thing is for certain, Epstein was getting paid in multiple ways for sending business deals and clients to JPMorgan. The full extent of those
payments should, by law, be made public under-reporting requirements of the Securities and Exchange Commission.

--

Uniform COVID response proves global government already exists

Otherwise, the USA, Canada, the EU countries, Russia and China, along with
the other BRICS countries, have proven to be led by some puppet
governments, controlled by a single power center that we can call without no
exaggeration World Government acting through UN-affiliated agencies like
WHO.

"As I have shown in several recent articles, the common denominator of all states
subject to the globalist command center is the UN with its policies established by
Agenda 21 and the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.

https://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=270422

We list here once again only the main elements of the Great Reset as the end of
human civilization and the entry into the apocalyptic phase of TECHNOCRACY and

TRANSHUMANISM, which aims at two major priorities, DEPOPULATION and CONTROL, promoted everywhere in the world, without the states
claiming to represent an alternative to the "collective West" to show major disagreements:

--
Naomi Wolfe- May 29- A Die Off Under Way

The lies revealed are stunning.

The WarRoom/DailyClout Volunteers have confirmed: that Pfizer (and thus the FDA) knew by December 2020 that the MRNA vaccines did not
work -- that they "waned in efficacy" and presented "vaccine failure." One side effect of getting vaccinated, as they knew by one month after the
mass 2020 rollout, was "COVID."

Pfizer (and thus the FDA; many of the documents say "FDA: CONFIDENTIAL" at the lower boundary) knew that, contrary to what the highly paid
spokesmodels and bought-off physicians were assuring people, the MRNA, spike protein and lipid nanoparticles did not stay in the injection site in
the deltoid, but rather went, within 48 hours, into the bloodstream, from there to lodge in the liver, spleen, adrenals, lymph nodes, and, if you are a
woman, in the ovaries. [https://dailyclout.io/internal-pfizer-documents-prove-knowledge-that-lipid-nanoparticles-in-mice-subjects-do-not-
remain-in-muscle-but-were-shown-to-be-rapidly-distributed-in-the-blood-to-the-liver/]

https://naomiwolf.substack.com/p/dear-friends-sorry-to-announce-a

William Makis MD
School buses & city buses crashing - 10 videos of bus crashes that occurred during May - June 2023. COVID-19 vaccinated drivers are having
medical emergencies behind the wheel, risking many lives!

https://makismd.substack.com/p/school-buses-and-city-buses-crashing?
--

The Names & Faces of 150 Bilderbergers who controlled
COVID-19 Pandemic response - The Expose 
https://expose-news.com/2023/06/27/bilderbergers-
influenced-covid-tyranny/

Over 150 Bilderbergers (of the 1,861 who are still alive) have
played important parts in the Covid-19 event. Many, perhaps
most, of the below have been active in various roles; this page
attempts to name and shame them and reveal the roles they
have played.

-
Ana Maria Mihalcea, MD, PhD

New Findings In Unvaccinated Live Blood Show Same Self Assembly Hydrogel Spheres As In Embalmed Blood Deceased With Huge
Rubbery Clots. Shocking Research Verification: There Are No More Pure Bloods!

https://anamihalceamdphd.substack.com/p/new-findings-in-unvaccinated-live?
-

Encore- NHS Whistleblower: 'We were ordered to "Euthanise" Patients to falsely increase COVID Death Counts while Hospitals were
Empty'...

NHS bosses essentially instructed staff to let people die, or in some cases kill them through the 'End of Life Care' programme and falsely label the
deaths as being due to Covid-19.

https://expose-news.com/2023/06/23/nhs-whistleblower-confirms-euthanisia-covid-lies/

--
Karen Kingston----US and Canada Publish Guidance and Executive
Orders for Human Biodigital Convergence

Engineered nanoparticles are being used as weapons to injure us and our
children through adulteration of our medications, supplements, food, water, as
well as through the most potent delivery mechanism; in 'vaccines.'

https://karenkingston.substack.com/p/what-are-digital-implants-in-
humans?

Global Governments and Synthetic Biology Experts Proclaim that the COVID-
19 mRNA Injections are Critical for the Human BioDigital Convergence.

-
Dr. Denis Rancourt: Covid injections have killed 13 million people

worldwide

https://expose-news.com/2023/06/26/covid-injections-have-killed-13-million-people-worldwide/

Western governments implement the hatred Talmudic Jews feel for Goyim 

TOXIC JEWS PROUD OF THEIR DESTRUCTION OF WHITES & CHRISTIANS - IN THEIR OWN WORDS

https://www.bitchute.com/video/86LX9zAtLJ9e/

--
BOOTCAMP: 43-YEAR-OLD BRAZILIAN SINGER KILLED BY VAX POISON INJECTIONS
https://www.bitchute.com/video/86LX9zAtLJ9e/

--
Woke Disney movies have lost almost a billion dollars

https://www.westernjournal.com/disney-bleeding-big-time-much-money-company-lost-last-year-financial-analyst/
--

Farce Is Over And It Is Clear Who Has Won by Moon of Alabama 

Prigozhin had launched his hopeless mutiny after the Defense Ministry had
demanded that all his men sign contacts with the Russian army. That would
have taken away the autonomy of his Wagner outlet and with it a large chunk
of his profits. Moon of Alabama explains

https://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=270425

--

Kim Dotcom then posted this meme suggesting the $6.2 billion for Ukraine that Pentagon accountants "discovered" in June was
actually pocketed by Prigozhin in return for his aborted coup attempt.

https://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=270431

---
ADRENOCHROME IS A PSYCHEDELIC DRUG

Is this what's behind satanic ritual sacrifice? 

Jews say there is no such thing as human sacrifice in their religion (Judaism, Talmud, etc) and that anyone saying this is just an anti-Semite who is
making false claims to hurt the reputation of the Jewish race and the Jewish religion. This is what the Jews want us to believe concerning the topic
of Jewish Ritual Sacrifice.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/MVzI58bKrMAK/

A Word about Adrenochrome
https://strangerinajewishworld.blogspot.com/2021/05/a-word-about-adrenochrome.html

2000 years of Ritual Murder
https://archive.fo/cORFv

Jewish Ritual Murder (The Full Original Banned Documentary)
https://www.bitchute.com/video/M62eXlJcwP73/

List of videos from this channel
https://themediagiant.weebly.com

You can find this article permanently at https://henrymakow.com/2023/06/june27-canadian-soldiers-suin.html

Henry Makow received his Ph.D. in English Literature from the University of Toronto in 1982. He welcomes your comments at henry@henrymakow.com
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Feminism Destroyed Woman's Power
June 26, 2023

(l. Matthew Broderick & Ally Sheedy in WarGames, 1983)

Heterosexuality is based on an exchange of
female power for male power expressed as love.
Western women have been tricked 
into pursuing power instead of love. 
As a result, they have nothing but sex
to offer men.  We wonder if women are capable of loving men.

"Any girl who grows to womanhood without knowing that love is her supreme value
has been spiritually raped. Feminine spirituality expresses an attitude of spiritual
waiting, and tending, and readiness for the meeting with its opposite which is a
prerequisite for inner wholeness. Without this she becomes a prey to the masculine
within herself, a raging spirit of intellectual or physical activity to which no man can

be related, and to which she can in no way relate herself. She is a woman possessed."  Irene Claremont de Castillejo, Knowing Woman:
a Feminine Psychology.

 

Love is Woman's Stock-in-Trade ---Revised from July 4 2020)

by Henry Makow Ph.D. 

The movie "War Games" (1983) illustrates how the Illuminati undermined heterosexuals in 40 short years.

In the movie, Matthew Broderick is a computer whiz who accidentally starts a nuclear countdown and races to avert catastrophe. His girlfriend,
played by Ally Sheedy is seen in a complementary role, basically helping, encouraging, and admiring him. He is the leader. But her presence
informs, validates, and heightens everything he does. It's as though his actions are dedicated to her. 

This is the way heterosexuality works. A woman empowers her husband by entrusting her power to him.  This is how she loves, i.e. by "trusting,"
by enlisting as First Mate to his Captain. 

If this movie were remade today, she would be Captain; he would be emasculated, and they would break up. 

From Chaucer to Freud, men have asked, "What do women want?"  It's really quite simple. They want to be loved. Specifically, they want the
passionate lifelong love of a husband.

But what makes a man love a woman in this way? Her sacrifice. By throwing her lot in with his, he includes her in his circle of self-
interest. This is how two people become one. 

Exclusive sex is a symbol of this bond. Sex is an act of male possession. Intercourse creates a bond like Velcro which is destroyed by
promiscuity.

Women want to be possessed by their husbands. In the sex act, a man "makes love to" his wife, i.e. gives her pleasure to show how
much he appreciates her sacrifice. 

Women need sex as much as men if not more. Marriage is the most efficient means of fulfilling the sexual needs of both men and women.

By teaching women to be self-seeking instead of self-sacrificing, Feminism has deprived them of their stock-in-
trade, love. All they have left to give is sex.  Because they won't surrender to a loving husband, they're reduced
to giving themselves to strangers.

ILLUMINATI SUBVERSION  

Cabalist Jews and Freemasons are Satanists. They control by degrading and corrupting. Like termites, they eat away at
the supporting columns of society. The family is the red blood cell of a healthy society. It provides us with our roles and
identity, as well as necessary emotional and material support. It ensures the young are born, loved, and raised properly,
and the aged are taken care of. Our family is our link in the chain of eternity. So the Satanists have always wanted to
destroy it.

They went after the women, who they deemed fickle, vain, and feeble-minded.

"There is no way of influencing men so powerfully as by means of the women, Adam Weishaupt wrote. "These
should, therefore, be our chief study; we should insinuate ourselves into their good opinion, give them hints of
emancipation from the tyranny of public opinion, and of standing up for themselves; it will be an immense relief to
their enslaved minds to be freed from any one bond of restraint, and it will fire them the more, and cause them to
work for us with zeal, without knowing that they do so; for they will only be indulging their own desire of personal

admiration."

They convinced women that marriage and family were "oppressive." Men toiled in factories and died in war to provide and protect, but somehow
women were the ones oppressed. 

Satanists needed to interfere in the natural affection and attraction males and females have for each other and for their offspring. Satanists exist to
banish love.

A woman's essence is love, the power to generate love, by loving and being loved in return.  This is the source of her power. A woman's love for
her husband and children is the most precious thing in the world. For a man, this love is his greatest treasure. 

By allowing herself to be snookered, by pursuing material instead of spiritual power, she has essentially lost the power to love. She can have
power or love. She can't have both.

FEMINISTS HAVE BEEN SPIRITUALLY PILLAGED

Women need a man's love like a flower needs sunshine and water. Men nurture women and women empower men by acquiescing to their
reasonable demands. This is the heterosexual dynamic.  

Men, if you want to discover if a woman loves you, make a reasonable request, and see how she reacts. 

Left, Sheila Jeffreys, 68, is best known as a lesbian feminist scholar and political activist. 

What Sheila Jeffreys calls "the eroticization of powerlessness" is
heterosexuality. But she is a lesbian who obviously can't understand that
women's love is her power. She wants to turn all women into lesbians who
like her can't understand that woman's style, beauty, and charm (her
femininity) depend on eschewing material power.  

A woman who gives herself to her husband is cherished and loved by him and their
children.  A woman who pursues power in masculine terms is doomed to a life of
isolation and bitterness. 

Western feminists, you've forfeited your most precious gift for nothing. You're vulgar, a real turn-off. You lack personality, charm, style, and
substance. You can't love it. You're not even sexy. And soon you won't have youth. You'll have nothing but your job, your dog, and your equally
desperate friends. 

Western feminists, you've been robbed, and betrayed by your society, teachers, and political and cultural leaders; and consequently
you've joined their traitorous ranks. You've betrayed your unborn children, your culture, your family, and the promise of the future. But
worst of all, you've betrayed yourself.

But, if it's any consolation, you were fleeced by the best. 

----Related- "Pearl"  on YouTube shorts gets it. Why men are no longer interested in marriage.
Makow- The Hidden Knowledge of Heterosexuality
Makow-----The Power of Sexual Surrender 
Makow ----Feminism Can be Cured if Diagnosed Early 
Makow ----Reclaiming Male Power in the Age of Viagra 
RL-------Women after 35 are Baggage 
Makow----- The End of Woman 

First Comment by Sandra- 

From Chaucer to Freud, men have asked, "What do women want?"  It's really quite simple. They want to be loved. Specifically,
they want the passionate lifelong love of a husband.

Sigh.

"Love" is an abstraction, especially where men are concerned. They like the trade you describe but once it's in the bag (usually
thru marriage) they start once again acting like the children they still are - most of them anyway.

At least here in the Western world, men have not escaped childhood, they still think and act like angry little boys whose needs
were not met.   Some philosopher-psychologists attribute this to the fact that women just are, but men have to be made (thru
rites of passage with the older mature men in any particular community).   An old maid at least in the prefeminist era, could be
perfectly satisfied with her helping others careers (teachers/librarians/nurses etc) but men without women just go nuts. 

I do not know if white men ever in previous eras were put through deliberate and necessary rites of passage like they used to do
in other cultures.  Countless men behave badly in general in their own unique ways,  and toward women in particular,  because
they are unconsciously trying to grow up, to be real men. I read two books years ago as well on that topic - men putting
themselves thru rites of passage without even being aware of it. 

Some people think it's the wife's job to "make a man of" her husband but it is a job most women are not built for.  Mature men
must take that boy and turn him into a man. 

If feminism has been such a raging success in white societies, the above may be one explanation anyway.  Men lurching about
crazily and blaming feminism.  Feminism, though,  may be the result, not the cause. 

Diane wrote-

I have been reading your site for some months now. I am a Catholic (convert and it's a long story) and, becoming affronted and dismayed by what I
saw happening under the Bergoglian regime and what I then discovered about the Church since VII (and before), I found a Resistance Church 10
months ago. The parishioners there are infinitely savvier than anyone I have ever met and one of them said to me, " I wish you would read Henry
Makow." Because of my respect for her, I did and such an education I have had!. I have often wanted to write to you but had a lingering doubt that
perhaps you weren't who you said you were - who to trust these days? However this morning I feel I must.

Your post today brought tears to my eyes. I know the truth of what you say about women. My friends and I have lived it, I grew up under my mother
living it and I see my daughters and their friends struggle with it and mostly succumb to this evil that distorts and upends Woman's true meaning. I
don't know what is to become of us all. I fear for my grand-daughters. How will they keep their heads above the filth? What horrors are in store for
them? And they do not have the graces that the Sacraments give to help them either. 

But out of my fretting and tears comes the sure knowledge that ultimately the world is in God's Hands. I constantly remind myself that Jesus said,
"In the world you will have tribulation but be of good cheer; I have overcome the world." We forget so easily that it is not this world that is of the
utmost importance but making our way through this world so that in the next we can rest eternally with Him in heaven and not suffer eternally in
hell. Eternity is our eventual home! 

It is the vocation of Woman to teach her children the simple truths of heaven and hell. We should learn them at our mother's knee so that they are
as natural to us as breathing. To my abiding sadness I did not know and my children have paid the price. We have lost so much and most will
never even know how much until the Judgment Day. God have mercy on all of us; especially we women who have betrayed our children - those
we have allowed to live and those we have willfully murdered.  And God have mercy on all the men who gave up their natural role of defender and
provider for the sake of easy sex. These things in themselves show how easily we are influenced and brainwashed. When will we ever wake up?!

So, to you Henry, and to all who send in parts of the Truth, I am grateful and I thank you. It is a lonely life having ears to hear and eyes to see as
most do not and we look for friends anywhere we can find them. So I plod along, cry my tears, and eagerly read your site every morning after my
prayers. And I put my trust in the Author of Life and in the Immaculate Heart of Mary, my true mother and model of femininity.

C writes - "We are all Communists now..."

 As you probably know, the Marxist theorist Walter Benjamin described lesbians as "the heroines of modernism", by which he meant that modern
urban culture had an inevitably masculinizing effect on women - a process he portrayed as progressive. 

Reading your excellent piece I was reminded too of the Anglo-Welsh writer
Douglas Hyde's memoir of his membership of the British Communist Party in the
1930s, "I Believed". Hyde recalled that sexual promiscuity was rampant among
his fellow Communists, but the problem for the male communist studs was that
they deemed the female members of the party completely "unbedworthy". Hyde
said this was partly because feminine women were mostly not attracted to
Communism,  and that even when they were, membership of the party - and the
promiscuity that went with it - soon masculinized them.

Well in a sense we are all Communists now - the promiscuity of the 1930s
commies was probably tame in comparison with what respectable middle-class
suburbanites get up to today. And there's no doubt in my mind that the physical
coarsening of modern feminist/SJW female millennials, and their embrace of the
crudest forms of machismo - tattoos, piercings, doc marten boots, etc - is directly
linked to their parents equally enthusiastic embrace of  "sexual liberation" a

couple of decades ago.

You can find this article permanently at https://henrymakow.com/2023/06/Western-Women-Have-Lost-Power-to-Love.html

Henry Makow received his Ph.D. in English Literature from the University of Toronto in 1982. He welcomes your comments at henry@henrymakow.com

Comments for "Feminism Destroyed Woman's Power"

DD said (June 27, 2023):

this is more proof of the creation of man & how we fell from grace. it was the woman that the devil picked on seeing she was fair & an easy target. explains why through the ages woman has been picked on to usurp nations &
societies with social engineering. feminism is a product of communism. if you can corrupt the woman then the dominoes fall in their order. ruined marriages, gay women, the slut movement,, and belief in astrology & occult [so
much more than men], I heard a saying once that there is, a little witch in every woman. I don't really doubt that. without a good marriage on a rock-solid foundation, a woman is tossed on the high seas of satanic influence.

CA said (June 26, 2023):

I've read several articles from different sources and videos on the subject of feminism basically destroying families and relationships. One aspect that never gets brought up is the fact that most women in the workforce are
significantly overpaid for the amount of work they do. Many make obscene salaries with little or no job knowledge. This in turn reinforces the feminist argument that they don't need a man, or else their search for a man who makes
an even more obscene salary.

KN said (June 26, 2023):

I don't know what world you live in Henry, but it is not mine.

While I am no fan of the out-of-control femNazis, I also don't agree with the fairy tale you are talking about. The majority of women who give everything up for their husbands and family these days end up getting thrown out when
their use-by date is up. Once the children no longer need a mother and she has aged, due to putting everyone's wants before her needs, the husband gets a younger model or simply dumps her because he doesn't need her
anymore. That is why here in Australia middle-aged women, who opted for a family and not a career, are an increasing statistic in the homeless population.

While feminism isn't what most women want, it does provide them with security. Those that remain with their husband are usually the ones who work out it is better to swallow their pride and simply ignore their husband's
indiscretions, because the alternative is sleeping on a park bench in the middle of winter, unless other family members are willing to house them, which means they have to pay their way, and as few have any work history that
means they can only get low paid jobs that usually require hard labour. Needless to say these poor souls burn out quickly and age far beyond their years. The alternative to this for many women is living in a loveless relationship
where both partners simply avoid each other, because that is more pleasant than arguing.

I am not saying that all marriages end up this way, just the majority, which is why so many women choose to work rather than have a large family these days. There is also the point that it is much easier to work than it is to bring up
children. As a mother of 5 children, all within 7 years of each other, my general condition for over 25 years was that of exhaustion.

Prior to feminism many women, far from being admired and loved by their husbands, were bashed into submission. I believe this is why it is said that it is a 'man's world'.

JC said (November 19, 2022):

IMO, you are stereotyping both men and women. Correct me if I'm wrong, but are you suggesting that sex is a woman's greatest possible gift to mankind? And a man's greatest possible gift to women is a good paycheck?

Both of these "gifts" are temporal, transitory and illusory at best. For example, even if a woman is gifted with incredible beauty, she only has it for 20 or 30 years. What happens to her "gift" after she looses her looks? And the same
thing can be said in the case of men and their financial success; it's temporal, transitory and illusory at best. (And IMO we're about to see just how temporal, transitory and illusory financial success really is.)

I can't speak for anyone else, but for me strong, independent women are the sexiest. The women I admire most from history are: Deborah (Judges 4:9); Joan of Arc; Boudica; Queen Elizabeth 1; Esther, etc. And for the idea that
the status of "manhood" is dependent on financial success, you need to read what the true people of God had to go through: "they wandered about in sheepskins and goatskins; being destitute, afflicted, tormented ... they
wandered in deserts, and in mountains, and in dens and caves of the earth" (Hebrews 11:37-38). They sound a lot like the street people we see all around us today. I guess they were not very "manly" by the financial standard of
manhood. I think Christ said it best: "Life is not made up of how much a person has" (Luke 12:14).

DAS said (November 18, 2022):

Likely the most common professional women are NURSES (and next TEACHERS).

These, the most corrupted women in the country, are bullies no matter where you

meet them. Useful idiots who push the agendas of the powers that reign over them. I never met one I liked.

The alternative is natural medicine (and homeschool). I’ve been using natural meds

for well over a decade.
Just an observation.

Al Thompson said (September 8, 2017):

Love between men and women is one of the most important things in life and the evil people of the world are doing everything they can to ruin the peace and happiness of the heterosexual relationships. You said in regards to
women: "..they never have been so powerless." A good woman is a great help to a man and a good man is very important to the quality of life of a woman. I think of this relationship as the relationship between the sun and the
moon. The sun is one thing and the moon is another. Together, they exist in perfect harmony.

The modern woman, in many cases, has been destroyed. They have been destroyed because of sex before marriage. Fornication is the biggest problem in that the personal relationship in having sex belongs in marriage and
nowhere else. We have had the "liberal" sex now for over 50 years and it has acted like a battering ram against all men and women. It has destroy moral maturity and most of us are guilty of it. I believe things would go much better
if people refrained from any sex until they are married to someone of the opposite sex.
http://verydumbgovernment.blogspot.com/2012/05/fornication-is-destruction-of-soul.html

Men need a good wife but try and find one. I see too many people, including myself, who have been destroyed by bad relationships. I'll put this on the feminists and the communist society. The results of communism has infected
the whole word. What is extremely upsetting is watching the young people make the same mistake and then they double down on it. They destroy their own lives and that of their children by listening and putting their children in the
communist schools. Thus, the mind rape or the brain rape continues for each generation. All of this nonsense needs to be abolished.

Just like the sun and the moon, the man is one thing and the woman is another. This is how God created us and we should be staying in the natural order.

G ( a woman) said (September 8, 2017):

I'm not usually at a loss for words but all I can say is, AMEN! A-frikkin'-MEN!!

John said (January 23, 2017):

Great article and comments .i really liked the line " our families are the link in the chain of eternity "

I'm blessed with a wife far better than I deserve. I see the nature of marriage is like a captain and his ship and cargo , kids. the welfare of the ship is his utmost obligation, she calls me husband which means economic
management so that's what I do. We have had to navigate some choppy waters but a beautiful haven is in view and not too far off.

I started a tongue in cheek anti feminist movement called menace movement standing for men against circumventing equality my pseudonym is mediocre man .
Anyway thanks for all your Herculean efforts

Below- Makow- There is No Alternative to God (scroll down)
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June 26 - Sheeple Stay in Line After Vax Death

Please send links and comments to hmakow@gmail.com

Canadian Woman Dies Minutes After Getting 'Booster'; People Who Watched
Her Die Remain in Line to Get Their Shot

https://anthonycolpo.substack.com/p/canadian-woman-dies-minutes-after?

"What is especially disturbing in this case is that people who were present
at the pharmacy, who watched Carol Pearce die right in front of them, kept
waiting in line to receive their own potentially lethal injection!

Because, hey, no risk is too great when you're up against an alleged virus
with a near 100% infection survival rate!"
---
Reddit Conspiracy--"I'm feeling down because vaxxed people in my family
are sooo different.

https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/14janyh/im_feeling_down_because_vaxxed_people_in_my/

"I feel depressed today because I noticed personality changes in a close family member. Again. It seems like I lost true connection with most of the
vaxxed people in my life."

---
The scourge of heterophobia 

"Hello, in case you didn't know, gay people are literally taking over the National Park System," they say in the video, which shows participants
hiking through the park with pride flags and attire.

Pattie Gonia then describes how they helped throw Pride at Yosemite for the third year in a row.

"As you can see, there are literally hundreds of queer Yosemite employees," the drag queen, whose personal identity is Wyn Wiley, says in the
video. "We danced. We marched. We celebrated. And we got wet. I am so proud of all the community organizers in the park system who are
making safe spaces for queer people all year round.

"No planet, no Pride," they added. "Mother Nature is a lesbian. Goodbye."

https://news.yahoo.com/yosemite-held-pride-event-now-204948510.html

--
Conservatives win Greek elections
Politico has branded the new composition the "most rightward slant since the restoration of democracy
in 1974," when a military dictatorship was abolished in Greece. 

https://www.rt.com/news/578734-conservatives-win-greek-elections/
--
Sweden Scraps WEF's Net Zero Scheme: "Global Warming Is a Scam"

https://thepeoplesvoice.tv/sweden-scraps-wefs-net-zero-scheme-global-warming-is-a-scam/
-

Over 500 Excess Heart Deaths A Week In England Since COVID-19 Began

https://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=270363

Since February 2020, there has been a total of 96,540 excess deaths involving cardiovascular
conditions--an umbrella term for a range of heart and blood vessel conditions, including heart attacks
and strokes.

--
Butt Light Just Made Another HUGE Mistake! - What Were They Thinking?

Bud Light followed up its disastrous marketing campaign with a commercial basically calling BL drinkers
'deplorables'?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y4x_3zE0lpY
--

Titan Sub: OceanGate CEO Didn't Want to Hire '50-Year-Old White Guys'
Because They're Not 'Inspirational'

https://www.informationliberation.com/?

Rush, left, was 61. His death is symbolic of the extinction white men are
facing from self-hatred.
--
A recent military tribunal has determined the Canadian Armed Forces
(CAF) vaccine mandate to be in violation of Section 7 of the Charter of
Rights and Freedoms.

https://policeonguard.ca/military-vaccine-mandate-violated-charter-
rights/

-

Catholic Church in California grapples with more than 3,000 lawsuits,
alleging child sex abuse

Advocates have been left stunned by the number of cases that surfaced during this revival window.

At least a third of the 12 Roman Catholic dioceses in California have either filed for bankruptcy or are contemplating doing so to deal with an influx
of lawsuits filed by survivors of childhood sexual abuse after a state law opened a three-year window in which cases were exempted from age
limits.

More than 3,000 lawsuits have been filed against the Catholic Church in California under a 2019 state law that allowed alleged victims to sue up to
the age of 40.

Advocates have been stunned by the number of cases that surfaced during the window, which closed at the end of December. 

https://religionnews.com/2023/05/26/catholic-church-in-california-grapples-with-more-than-3000-lawsuits-alleging-child-sex-abuse/
--

Limerick, Ireland - 32 yo European fitness model champion & nurse Judy
Fitzgerald died unexpectedly on May 27, 2023.
Nurses are dying suddenly - ongoing consequences of COVID-19 mRNA
vaccine mandates - 15 nurses who died suddenly from March to May 2023

https://makismd.substack.com/p/nurses-are-dying-suddenly-ongoing?
-

Vivek Ramaswamy says America's transgender mental health epidemic is
'spreading like wildfire,' must come to an end

In a video posted on Twitter, Ramaswamy noted he is "not angry with trans
people," but that he's "frustrated with the culture that venerates a mental health
illness that we should be treating, instead of actually throwing kerosene on and
fueling to spread like wildfire across this country."

https://libertywire.net/vivek-ramaswamy-says-americas-mental-health-epidemic-is-spreading-like-wildfire-must-come-to-an-end/

"I know you're not supposed to say many of those things out loud, but I just think it's important that we speak truth because that's got to be the first
step towards getting to a solution. And that's what I'm hoping to deliver," he concluded. 
-

"Blatant Political Corruption": The Rot In America's Democracy
Explained In Under 1000 Words

When put together, they paint a picture of such shocking corruption,
that one can only conclude that the period we've lived through,
between the 2020 US election, the funding, origins, and coverup of
the Covid-19 pandemic, and the overt corruption of the Biden family,
one can only conclude that we're living through one of the worst, if not
the worst, periods of political scandals and institutional rot in American
history.

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/blatant-political-corruption-
rot-americas-democracy-explained-under-1000-words

--

--
Brad Salzberg--Trudeau Implements Plan To Destroy
Independent Media in Canada

https://bradsalzberg.substack.com/p/trudeau-implements-plan-
to-destroy?

Justin Trudeau and the Liberals are in the process of destroying freedom of speech in Canada.

No-- the Canadian government and their media partners are at war with "the people." Specifically, those who have negative things to say about the
government, media, and the monolithic propaganda machine emanating from a coordinated attack on freedom and democracy in Canada.

-
The official report on the deadliest barn fire involving cattle in Texas history, and in
the last decade, has deemed it an accident.

While the 25-page report from the Texas State Fire Marshal said no foul play was involved in
the record-setting fire in the state's panhandle, questions about the cause linger.

The April 10 blaze at the South Fork Dairy in Demmitt, Texas, killed almost 18,000 dairy
cows and critically injured one employee, who later recovered, according to the Castro
County Sheriff's Office.

South Fork Dairy was one of the largest dairy farms in the country, located about 75 miles
northwest of Lubbock.
https://www.theepochtimes.com/in-depth-what-caused-deadliest-barn-fire-involving-
cattle-in-us-history_5353317.html

--
Scientist says gender development is incremental, over time. You can't just switch genders retroactively.

https://youtube.com/shorts/_8T0Hw01Ilc?feature=share

--
Carolyn Hamlett has passed away

https://askcarolynandloren.wordpress.com/

For those who don't remember Carolyn she helped to expose the Illuminati and wrote a free book called the
Doctrine of Demons to help educate people.  She died in February 2023.  She ran a blog and did many
interviews.  Her main objective was to expose the New Age movement and generally teach how to break free of
false doctrines.

Here is her YouTube Channel that is still up.
https://www.youtube.com/@crhamlett

Here is a New Age Talk she gave in 2016
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQ3fPNw7Sh4

Reader- "Carolyn helped me pull away from the New Age way of life and back to Jesus, through listening to her, along with others that stepped in
to help guide me."

Articles on this site- Underground Bases Exist

 https://henrymakow.com/2022/01/Satanic-Depravity-Pervades-US-Government.html

You can find this article permanently at https://henrymakow.com/2023/06/june-26---sheeple-stay-in-line.html

Henry Makow received his Ph.D. in English Literature from the University of Toronto in 1982. He welcomes your comments at henry@henrymakow.com

Comments for "June 26 - Sheeple Stay in Line After Vax Death"

Al Thompson said (June 26, 2023):

The Catholic Church has been a satanic cult for at least 1700 years. Nothing new here. Again, judge them by what they do and not by what they say. I was raised in the Catholic system and went to Catholic school through high
school. I had one incident where a clergy came after me and I refused his advances. If you think there’s anything good about being a Catholic, I would strongly disagree with that. Most of the evil shit in this world comes from sexual
perversion.

Below -June 25 - Satanist Media Covers Up "Vaccine" Holocaust (scroll down)
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Makow- There's No Alternative to God
June 25, 2023

http://snippits-and-slappits.blogspot.com/

Satanists have taught us to hate God.

"God" has become a dirty word. I speak His name with hesitation. We're
satanically possessed by Cabalists (Organized Jewry, and Freemasonry.)
They have replaced Him and are creating a  dystopia more to their liking. In
reply, we need to affirm God's Benevolent Plan.

God is not a choice. The Creator's Design is the only way to avert
catastrophe and evolve in a positive direction.

Updated from March 5, 2023

By Henry Makow PhD

When I was 19, I had an out-of-ego experience in Israel and knew God is
Love. I was rewired. God speaks to me from time to time. He speaks to you too
via your soul. Feeling lost? Ask, How can I serve God?"

Self-respect and Love of God are the same things.

The only escape from our morass (satanic possession) is to discover God
within.

Obedience to God is the principle of our personal and collective
development. This is the essence of true religion.

Deny HIM and we remain stunted, pathetic, and vulnerable creatures.

God is not a choice. The Creator's path is the only way to avert catastrophe
and evolve in a positive direction.

World turmoil, the result of denying God, does not stop us from evolving
individually. Praising God in word and deed may be the most effective way to resist the NWO.

----
The Law of Love

If we're going to prevail, we need to become a different kind of people. We need to start loving other people, difficult as that is. We are
trapped in our needy egos, begging for scraps from others. The way to be loved is to love.
---
Notice how people who reject God create false Gods?

I'm talking about money and sex. Notice how addictive this behavior is?  Unless we live to fulfill God's purpose, we have no purpose.

Why are we in rebellion against our Creator, a loving parent?

We have been satanically possessed by Cabalists, and it's past time we woke up.
---
Silver and gold? Nothing is going to protect us from calamity but dwelling in God.

"Do not lay up for yourselves treasures on earth, where moth and rust destroy and where thieves break in and steal, but lay up for
yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust destroys and where thieves do not break in and steal. For where your
treasure is, there your heart will be also." Matt 6-19-21
--

Religious ascetics taught abstinence and poverty for a good reason.
We cannot worship money and sex, as well as God. It doesn't work. We must
choose.

"No man can serve two masters: ...Ye cannot serve God and mammon." Matt 6-24

---
Should we hate Cabalists who hate and try to destroy us?
Yes. We should hate evil.
They have taught us that hate is a bad thing. They are the haters. 
What they label "hate" is resistance to being destroyed.

The more we hate evil, the better.
We shouldn't need to ask this question.

Should we hate Leftist dupes?  Do we hate people who have been deceived? We don't hate them.
We have compassion and patience.  And love.

--
Do not allow your thoughts to disturb your Peace. Do not let circumstances
disturb your peace. You can be happy in a concentration camp if the Spirit of
God is radiant within.

This world is the Kingdom of Heaven. Life is a Miracle.
The earth is a paradise. God has provided for all our needs. Marvel at
how fruits come naturally wrapped to preserve their freshness!
Technology offers limitless potential for good.
God left the Instruction Manual in our souls.
We must listen to our souls. 
We must worship (Love) the Creator with all our might.
If we do, nothing can disturb our Bliss.

----
It is possible that humanity is the Creator's highest expression.

This is both a frightening thought and a gigantic responsibility.

Our scientific and cultural achievements have taken thousands of years.

We cannot go back to the Dark Ages. 
-----

We're going to win. The COVID Hoax will be seen as a HUGE misstep. They OUTED themselves. You can't be a psychopath in an age of
instant worldwide communication. Common sense will prevail even if catastrophe forces us to use it. We are approaching the cusp of a
rebirth.
----
I invented Scruples because I have always had an intuition that God is the Moral Order. 

God is the Fourth Dimension: Height, Width, Length, and Perfection. 

God is the difference between Good and Evil, healthy and sick, beautiful and ugly, love and hate, all the Good that Satanists are trying to
invert.

Be ye therefore perfect, even as your Father who is in heaven is perfect.  Matt 5:48
--

Related - YOU are God's Representative on Earth

You can find this article permanently at https://henrymakow.com/2023/06/this-is-the-kingdom-of-heaven.html

Henry Makow received his Ph.D. in English Literature from the University of Toronto in 1982. He welcomes your comments at henry@henrymakow.com

Comments for "Makow- There's No Alternative to God"

JC said (June 26, 2023):

IMO, the ideas of unconditional love and forgiveness are totally unbiblical. Love and forgiveness are both conditional. Not even God Himself can forgive someone who refuses to repent. "Shouldest thou help the ungodly, and love
them that hate the LORD?" (2 Chron. 19:2). The fate of the incorrigibly wicked is the Lake of Fire (Rev. 21:8). We all have two choices: repent or die.

CW said (April 4, 2023):

Thank you Henry for the above post. We need more light in our lives to shine through the cruddy darkness. I 100% agree and believe that all the demonic forces are trying to force humanity into hatred and degradation and it
seems to be working pretty successfully!

However I believe a quote from some AA book - something like "Turn ever more firmly to the light even though for the moment you cannot see." Paraphrasing here but to me that is the simplest definition of faith. Thanks Henry for
shining your light into the dark pit.

RA said (March 10, 2023):

“Do we hate people who have been deceived? We don't hate them. We have compassion and patience. And love.”

You pretty much summed it up. If there is one pathway to accelerate the shift to the New Earth – the “rebirth”, as you termed it – it is through the hearts of as many of us as possible becoming a wellspring of compassion and love.
That “candle in our hearts, ready to be kindled”, as Rumi said, is where it all begins and where it all ends.

JRM said (March 7, 2023):

" A person's definition of God is their definition of their Self. "
~ Raymond Charles Barker

" Those who Know their Own Truest Highest Self know God. "
~ Muhammad prophet (pbuh)

Ray Songtree said (March 7, 2023):

The Abrahamic religions are the monotheistic religions, meaning the people who believe
in domination, as per Genesis 1:28, "dominion". Monotheists believe in human supremacy and believe hundreds of millions of years
of geology is not fact, but that a "Creator God" separate from nature (reality) made sun, moon, stars, Earth in 6 days. They actually believe in all this
and fail to see that monotheism translates to centralization. They repeat a lie because they underwent traumatic mind control as small children. The "god" psy-op dumbs them down so much, that for them there is no mystery and
infinity is not infinity. They don't live in infinity nor in nature, they live in a smug mental prison called "his" creation. And they enable destruction of all life on Earth because they think they will go to heaven, simply because they don't
question the singularity narrative. Thankfully, Jesus did question, and studied Buddhism in India when it was at its peak in his lifetime. No centralization, just compassion. People who don't grow their own food are enabling the
machine. The only way to resist the NWO is to unplug and go indigenous.

. -Ray Songtree, Kauai

Al Thompson said (March 6, 2023):

The plant growing through the tree says it all. No matter what method the evil ones use, they will ultimately loose; right reasonand common sense will prevail. Each one of us should make sure we stay within the Creator’s natural
order. By doing this, we all will be much happier and more productive.

https://verydumbgovernment.blogspot.com/2016/05/natural-law-is-supreme-law-of-land.html

Doug P said (March 6, 2023):

Belief in God creates humility which is necessary for wisdom, and also helps prevent insanity.

In life, when you look around, you will see that most people, if not all that have mental illnesses, are atheists. There are obvious brain illnesses such as schizophrenia, in which case they can be religious, but their disease is of the
brain, not the mind, and likely due to vaccines, like most diseases (heart disease, lung cancer, athsma, allergies,.... +++).

The diseases of the mind are hard to identify until you have a conversation with them - they are easily led by phrases like "make the world a better place", "Gods chosen People", and cannot stand having their ideas questioned or
challenged (schizoid).

Often this is the result of a physical brain defect or injury such as lesions (see Political Ponerology) They are arrogant and therefore cannot be wise. People who believe in God know they can be wrong and welcome challenges to
their thinking and are grateful to anyone that can point out errors.

LK said (March 6, 2023):

Thank you for this article!

The Solution is God.

As your website clearly outlines Feminism, Porn, Celebrity are just a few forms of Satan worship.

As we know, if you want to defeat Satan then we have to do exactly the opposite of what he would like. Satan wants us to worship him. This is how he became Satan. Therefore, of course, the solution is to worship God.

So the solution is simple, but complex in today's society:worship God.

How do we even worship God or love God when we've lost our connection because we have been (though sometimes unknowingly) worshipping Satan?

Below- Mike Stone - Thank Putin for Stopping the COVID Hoax (scroll down)
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June 25 - Satanist Media Covers Up "Vaccine" Holocaust
(left, Kat Pave, the goyim die young) 

Please send links and comments to hmakow@gmail.com

Frozen fruit is recalled if only a few get listeria but news of millions getting
sick or dying from "vaccines" is covered up
and the jabs continue to be promoted and sold.

41-Year-Old Model and Hollywood Actress Katerina Pavelek Ended Her Life
at an Assisted Suicide Clinic in Basel, Switzerland on June 17, 2023, Due to
COVID-19 Vaccine Booster Injuries (ME, CFS, ALS)

https://www.2ndsmartestguyintheworld.com/p/41-year-old-model-and-
hollywood-actress?

"The booster jab I received over a year ago destroyed my health, my body, and my
life completely"

Do NOT comply.
-
A National Health Service whistleblower claims that healthcare workers in
the United Kingdom were ordered to "euthanize" patients and call them
"COVID deaths" to promote the narrative of a "deadly virus." This was all
happening as hospitals were empty and no one was sick or dying of
anything out of the ordinary.

https://lionessofjudah.substack.com/p/nhs-whistleblower-claims-we-were?

Dr. John claims that he has "seen this mess evolve from the very beginning of the pandemic" and that hospitals were actually extremely quiet and
almost empty during the first lockdown, according to a report by The Daily Exposé.

-

William Makis - Kat may have reversed much, if not all, of her DEATHVAX™
damage with Ivermectin and a good nutraceutical.

BlackRock is a critical tool of the deep state in bringing big business into
the new world order, and it must be stopped.

https://libertysentinel.substack.com/p/blackrock-driving-business-into-
the?

BlackRock, with about 10 trillion dollars under management, is one of the top
stakeholders in virtually every company you can think of, including most of the mega-banks. It is using this influence and your money to weaponize
business against our nation, our liberty, our families, and everything that is good. This is part one of a series about BlackRock.

-
Karen Kingston - It's Time to Blow the Lid off the Global 'Health' System

Denying the Use of Nanotechnology in the COVID-19 Injections Has Made the Medical Freedom Movement Powerless in their Efforts to
Prosecute Pfizer and other Criminals

https://karenkingston.substack.com/p/its-time-to-blow-the-lid-off-the?

The nanotechnology industry is an unregulated, 'dual-use' industry with military weapons and consumer applications that has been causing mild-
to-severe cognitive dysfunctions, infertility, cardiovascular diseases, cancers, and death for decades.

When Freedom Movement leaders and global civilians acknowledge that billions of innocent adults and children have been injected and poisoned
with engineered nanoparticles that are 'vaccine nanotechnologies' that have a dual-use as weapons of biowarfare, I believe everyone of a sound
mind will do everything in their power to remove the COVID-19 injections from communities around the globe.
--

Michael Synder-8 Signs That The Futuristic Control Freak Agenda Of The
Globalists Is Rapidly Moving Forward

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/8-signs-futuristic-control-freak-
agenda-globalists-rapidly-moving-forward

#3 A UN policy brief that you can find right here is proposing a global system of
digital identification that is linked to our bank accounts...

-

NATO is Rothschild's personal flunky

James Corbett- France Pretends NATO is About the North Atlantic

NATO's reign of terror and bloodshed during its 1999 bombing of the then-
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia--a military intervention that did not have the authorization of the UN Security Council and that included the
deliberate targeting of civilian infrastructure, untold environmental damage, and, oh yeah, by the way, hundreds of civilian deaths--gave the lie to
assurances that NATO is committed to peaceful conflict resolution and that it is subordinate to the determinations of the UN Security Council.

https://corbettreport.substack.com/p/france-pretends-nato-is-about-the
-
Christian Doctor Fired for Refusing to Use Trans Pronouns Cites Genesis, Appeals to European Court

A practicing doctor for 26 years, Mackereth refused to call a man a woman or vice versa during a training session, citing that his biblical Christian
beliefs prohibited it. That resulted in Mackereth being fired from his position as a health and disability assessor by his employer, the Department for
Work and Pensions (DWP).

https://www.theepochtimes.com/christian-doctor-fired-for-refusing-to-use-trans-pronouns-cites-genesis-appeals-to-european-
court_5331838.html?

NHL Drops Fudge-Packing Pride promotion

Victory is sweet! Boycotts work!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_UEbQvo-Q0w

-

Nolte: Mr. They/Them's 'Flash' Is a Certified Box Office Catastrophe

https://www.breitbart.com/entertainment/2023/06/24/nolte-mr-they-thems-
flash-is-a-certified-box-office-catastrophe/

Gamble $250 million on a fetishist freak so narcissistic he demands you call him
"them" and see what happens, morons.

In other woke/broke news, after the child groomers at Disney opened their new Pixar film Elemental to an all-time Pixar low last weekend, it
grossed just $18 million in its second weekend. After ten days of release, Elemental will have grossed just $65 million. Had this $200 million (add
another $100 million for publicity) film opened to $65 million, it would have been considered a monumental failure. The only silver lining is that
Elemental's drop-off was just 40 percent. But 40 percent of failure is still a failure.

-

Elon Musk has defined "CIS' as a slur. He has a point.
-

A young woman testifies to the US Government's Office of Global
Affairs on the WHO's International Health Regulations
Amendments

The woman is Katie Ashby-Koppens who is Head of Legal at Voices for
Freedom (VFF).

Here is a link to the 4-minute testimony - which will almost certainly be
ignored by the anti-human cult that permeates all governments across
the world.

s319.podbean.com/pb/cba96d29e80ce711373ac0b79f69f774/6497b128/data1/fs130/16086892/uploads/Katie_Ashby-
Koppens_Speech8kkyh.mp3?pbss=a81adcbc-373f-51fd-99e0-44388950e932

--

BREAKING EXCLUSIVE: Toronto girls' school promotes
sex ed for kindergarteners at Pride parade, confirms they
accept male students
At their booth, a poster says that the goal is to "inspire the
next generation of changemakers." 

At the booth for The Linden School at the Toronto Pride, there
was a chalkboard voting station asking passersby if they
believed sex ed should be taught in kindergarten. In the
corner was a cartoon depiction of a pig.

https://thepostmillennial.com/breaking-exclusive-toronto-
girls-school-promotes-sex-ed-for-kindergarteners-at-
pride-parade-confirms-they-accept-male-students

You can find this article permanently at https://henrymakow.com/2023/06/june-25---satanist-media-cover.html

Henry Makow received his Ph.D. in English Literature from the University of Toronto in 1982. He welcomes your comments at henry@henrymakow.com
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Is this the real history of Switzerland?
https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/141dwaq/is_this_the_real_history_of_switzerland/
 
 
Switzerland has a complex and long history, with its origins dating back to medieval times. The foundation of
modern Switzerland is considered to have taken place on August 1, 1291, when three Alpine cantons—Uri,
Schwyz, and Unterwalden—formed an alliance known as the Eternal Alliance (or the Swiss Confederation).
 
This pact was made in response to the threat of external domination, specifically by the Habsburg Empire.
The alliance aimed to maintain peace and ensure mutual defense among the cantons. Do you notice
something here?
 
At the same time the order of the Knights Templar was dissolved, some decades later, the Swiss

Confederation led the future Switzerland in two directions.
 
One was the banking system, which was surprisingly invented by the Knights Templar, and secondly, their Swiss mercenary army which, until their defeat
in Paris, was considered the best army in Europe. How did a bunch of farmers and cattle growers learn these complex banking and military skills?
 
The Swiss people of that time offered the Knights Templars refuge from the papal persecution in return for their banking and military
knowledge.
 
That would explain the Swiss flag. The symmetrical cross, the colors red and white. The Red Cross humanitarian organization also has a symmetrical
red cross on a white background, like the Knights Templar had on their robes.
 
-
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Tribute to murdered doctor Rashid Buttar
by sister of Jeff Murray, murdered by police.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BY DM 
(HENRYMAKOW.COM)
 
 
 
Dr. Buttar’s legacy normalizing open discussion of medical malfeasance
among his peers and the general population, his tireless assault on the
campaign to depopulate will be remembered as a daring voice of leadership,
remembered for his daring like the fight on Concord Green at Lexington led by
one fearless man, against all odds.  
 
We have one last chance to mobilize our collective will.  I propose ALL Doctors
and ALL involved others - Binney, Duncan, Stubblebine’s widow, all respecters
of God and liberty put differences aside, step up as one now with cogent

statements supporting what we all know to be the truth.  We can no longer afford any distractions.  Dr. Buttar’s colleagues and friends might postpone, or
abbreviate their coming symposium, while allowing people time to do more outreach particularly to these pastors, priests and church “leaders” sitting idly
by, reorganize and reconvene with the hordes of us who are standIng with the blessedly honorable whistleblowing truthers like Dr Buttar and Dr Judy
Mikovits.  Unite!  Who among us has not wished for peace on Earth and unity?  if so, get out of our way!  May God forgive us for our conflicting priorities,
silence and passivity. 
 
God forgive me for not more actively supporting my own dearest brother during his precious life!  Regret is a terrible curse.  We should all go directly to
jail, and May God Release the Grenons!  I implore all to pray, stand together and do not back down.  I am willing to give my life to this, I know where I’m
going!  My heart breaks for TIs, for Dr Buttar’s family and friends.  We are not with the greed mongers.  We will not go to hell with the money lovers.  This
infiltration will not stand.  We put our children first.  The devil cannot and does not get their souls.  God wins.  Rebuke the devil and he will flee.  
 
With the targeting of my beautiful, loving and intelligent brother, he gave a few sporadic podcast interviews thanks to the phone calls of one activist,
Kenneth Rhoades, whose grandson was also targeted and died in 2020.  For early details on Jeff, see Debra Tavares’ website or YT channel Stop the
Crime.  For years Jeff did enormous amounts of research to understand the big picture and was speaking openly at every opportunity without fear.  He
was experiencing all the targeting symptoms including stalking, home invasions, VOG, DEW and poisonings.  His 2014 advice on record, “DON’T GO
ALONG WITH IT”.  He said “they are going to put this on all of us”.
 
Dr. Buttar lives, he has massive support, Dr. Mikovits, same.  Now is the time for anyone with a voice to shout from the rooftops, we must rise and stand
and beat our drums for as long as it takes.  This is not going away, not ever, not unless people are complacent.  Yes there is now measurable Lithium in
the geoengineered oxygen we breathe, rebuke it in the name of Jesus!  Rebuke the fear of humiliation or whatever is in your way!   Jeff said global
“communism is going to be hell on earth”.    This is your window.  The building is on fire.  Like James O’Keefe says, Be brave, do something.   Elders
need to be off tv and on alternative news platforms while it remains possible.  Young people dump everything else but your Bible and a few good role
models.  We can all fast and deny ourselves.  Pray and pray as though your life depends on it.
 
May God Bless our Country and his people of this world.  We will survive this only if it is God’s will. - Pastor Chuck Baldwin 
Liberty Fellowship Montana online live Sundays 2:30 Mountain Time 
 
PS This Memorial Day, Remember the USS LIBERTY
 
God Bless Dr. Buttar in heaven. 
 
Thank you Henry, “the only print journalist telling the truth” - Jeff Murray 
 
DM 
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Jews in Israel Got the Death Jab

The numbers indicate that Israelis are suffering at about the same rate as Americans.

by NH
(henrymakow.com)

The pdf you linked to is prohibitively out-of-date i.e. old data from April
2021. So I went to their website (www.the-people-committee.com) and drilled
down to their latest report, linked below.

The question of the Israeli death rate from the COVID-19 jabs is critically
important because "Israel is the model", supposedly, and there are persistent
allegations that Ashkenazim genetics provide immunity (the spike protein bio-
weapon allegedly doesn't bind reliably to the ACE2 receptors of Ashkenazim

epithelium i.e. blood vessel walls). Furthermore it is hypothesized that because of this, the bio-weapon was more than likely invented in Israel.
[IMO the bio-weapon came from Ft. Detrick, which was shut down in August 2019, and it may have been stolen by the Israelis, who invariably steal
anything useful - like Netanyahu personally stole nuclear triggers from USA and Mossad stole the bulk of their arsenal's nuclear pits
(plutonium/enriched-uranium cores) from USA].

So here are the numbers:

Israel population: 9,506,100
USA population: 333,287,557

VAERS reported deaths: 34,478
The multiplier for VAERS is estimated at 40 by the oft-quoted Harvard study and up to 100 by other studies. IMO it is more like 200, but I will use
40 here as a conservative estimate.]

The Israeli Peoples Committee reported deaths: 740
["The numbers shown here reflect only 1-3% of the true prevalence in the population", according to a notation on the report, so I will here estimate
2% implying a multiplier of 50.]

USA: ((34,478 * 40) / 333,278,557)) * 100 = 0.414% deaths so far.
Israel ((740 * 50) / 9,506,100)) * 100 = 0.389% deaths to date.

Wir sehen also, dass die Zahlen auf einer Pro-Kopf-Basis ziemlich vergleichbar erscheinen ... und vorausgesetzt, dass das Israelische
Volkskomitee keine Betrugsfront für den israelischen Geheimdienst ist (und es sieht auf jeden Fall nach seiner Website seriös aus), zeigen die
Zahlen, dass die Israelis leiden etwa genauso stark wie die USA.

 https://www.the-people-committee.com/_files/ugd/3db409_336af74b14374e90b7478f58fd572702.pdf

Das System aus der Sicht seiner Whistleblower verstehen, 
Originaltext

Understanding the System through the Eyes of Its Whistleblowers,

Diese Übersetzung bewerten
Mit deinem Feedback können wir Google Übersetzer weiter verbessern

https://henrymakow-com.translate.goog/uw/index.html?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=pl&_x_tr_hl=de&_x_tr_pto=wapp
https://henrymakow-com.translate.goog/archives.html?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=pl&_x_tr_hl=de&_x_tr_pto=wapp
https://henrymakow-com.translate.goog/reference.html?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=pl&_x_tr_hl=de&_x_tr_pto=wapp
https://henrymakow-com.translate.goog/contact.html?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=pl&_x_tr_hl=de&_x_tr_pto=wapp
https://henrymakow-com.translate.goog/index.xml?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=pl&_x_tr_hl=de&_x_tr_pto=wapp
https://translate.google.com/website?sl=auto&tl=pl&hl=de&client=webapp&u=https://twitter.com/%23!/TheNewHenryM
https://henrymakow-com.translate.goog/list/?p=subscribe&id=3&_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=pl&_x_tr_hl=de&_x_tr_pto=wapp
https://translate.google.com/website?sl=auto&tl=pl&hl=de&client=webapp&u=https://henrymakow.wordpress.com/
https://henrymakow-com.translate.goog/deutsche/?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=pl&_x_tr_hl=de&_x_tr_pto=wapp
https://translate.google.com/website?sl=auto&tl=pl&hl=de&client=webapp&u=http://www.cruelhoax.ca/%23illuminati-polish
https://translate.google.com/website?sl=auto&tl=pl&hl=de&client=webapp&u=https://www.amazon.com/s/ref%3Dsr_nr_p_n_feature_nine_bro_3?fst%3Das%253Aoff%26rh%3Dn%253A283155%252Cp_27%253AHenry%2BMakow%2BPh.D.%252Cp_n_feature_nine_browse-bin%253A3291439011%26bbn%3D283155%26sort%3Drelevance%26ie%3DUTF8%26qid%3D1490471086%26rnid%3D3291435011
https://translate.google.com/website?sl=auto&tl=pl&hl=de&client=webapp&u=https://www.henrymakow.com/the_jeff_rense_collection_arti.html
https://translate.google.com/website?sl=auto&tl=pl&hl=de&client=webapp&u=https://www.henrymakow.com/2020/04/what-form-should-resistance-take.html
https://translate.google.com/website?sl=auto&tl=pl&hl=de&client=webapp&u=https://www.henrymakow.com/2020/04/are-we-headed-for-recovery-or-dystopia.html
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